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ABSTRACT
State of the art polyphonic sound event detection (SED) systems
function as frame-level multi-label classification models. In the
context of dynamic polyphony levels at each frame, sound events
interfere with each other which degrade a classifier’s ability to learn
the exact frequency profile of individual sound events. Frame-level
localized classifiers also fail to explicitly model the long-term tem-
poral structure of sound events. Consequently, the event-wise de-
tection performance is less than the segment-wise detection. We
define ‘temporally precise polyphonic sound event detection’ as the
subtask of detecting sound event instances with the correct onset.
Here, we investigate the effectiveness of sound activity detection
(SAD) and onset detection as auxiliary tasks to improve temporal
precision in polyphonic SED using multi-task learning. SAD helps
to differentiate event activity frames from noisy and silence frames
and helps to avoid missed detections at each frame. Onset predic-
tions ensure the start of each event which in turn are used to con-
dition predictions of both SAD and SED. Our experiments on the
URBAN-SED dataset show that by conditioning SED with onset
detection and SAD, there is over a three-fold relative improvement
in event-based F -score.
Index Terms— Polyphonic sound event detection, sound activ-
ity detection, onset detection, multi-task learning.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound event detection (SED) [1] is the task of detecting the la-
bel, onset, and offset of sound events in audio streams. State of
the art convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) based poly-
phonic SED systems use a frame-wise cost function for training
[2, 3, 4]. The frame-level classifier performance depends on the dy-
namic polyphony level, masking effects between the sound events
and the amount of co-occurrence of sound events in the training
data. Frame-level classifiers also fail to explicitly model the long-
term temporal structure of sound events. Due to these limitations,
frame-level training methods are not sufficient to model the over-
all acoustic features of polyphonic sound events. Consequently,
the event-based detection performance is very poor compared with
the segment-based detection of sound events. For example, in the
DCASE 2016 task on event detection in real life audio [5], the F -
score is around 30% at segment level (frame length of 1 second),
but only around 5% at event level (tolerance of 200 ms for onset
and 200 ms or half length for offset). Here, we define ‘temporally
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precise polyphonic sound event detection’ as the subtask of detect-
ing sound event instances with the correct onset. In applications
like audio surveillance [6] and health care monitoring [7], tempo-
rally accurate event-based detection is very important.
1.1. Related work
SED is related to the speech processing tasks of automatic speech
recognition and speaker diarization, as well as the music signal-
related task of automatic music transcription [8, 9]. Many se-
quence modelling methods in speech and music have been utilized
in environmental sound event modeling. For example, in [10] hid-
den semi-Markov models separately model the duration of sound
events; Wang and Metze used a connectionist temporal classifica-
tion (CTC) cost function in a sequence-to-sequence model for SED
[11]. Unlike speech and music language modelling there is not
a well defined structure for environmental sound events. Explicit
use of sequential information to improve sound event modelling
is investigated in [12]; the co-occurrence probabilities of different
events are modelled using N -grams which in turn smooth the spiky
output of a neural net based SED system trained using CTC loss.
However the SED performance is not much improved, considering
the addition of bothN -grams and the CTC loss. In [13] a hybrid ap-
proach that combined an acoustic-driven event boundary detection
for sound event modelling with a supervised label prediction model
is proposed for SED. This hybrid approach significantly improved
event-based detection accuracy. It is assumed that the method re-
quires additional post-processing to combine the event boundary
information with the label predictions since both models are trained
independently.
1.2. Contributions of this work
Within the limits of frame-wise training approaches using CRNN
models for polyphonic SED, we propose a novel sequence mod-
elling method using onset detection and SAD as auxiliary tasks to
achieve temporally precise polyphonic SED using multi-task learn-
ing. SAD is the task of detecting the presence or absence of any
sound events, which is analogous to voice activity detection in
speech processing. The effectiveness of SAD to improve poly-
phonic SED is discussed in a preliminary work by the authors [14].
Unlike polyphonic SED, SAD is not affected by masking effects
and acoustic variations in the sound events even when it is trained
using frame-wise cost functions. The onset detector helps to pre-
dict the beginning of sound events accurately, thus reducing missed
event detections which improves temporally precise SED. Both on-
set detection and SAD are not overwhelmed by polyphonic struc-
ture, instead these auxiliary tasks can exploit the polyphonic nature
to improve temporal precision in SED. Inspired from the success of
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Figure 1: Block diagram of SED, SAD, and onset detection.
framewise note detection in piano transcription conditioned on on-
set predictions [15], we configure multi-task models for SED in a
similar fashion. We investigate the individual effectiveness of con-
ditioning onset detection and SAD on SED. Also we propose a joint
model to improve the temporal precision of sound events in poly-
phonic SED.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
In this work, we investigate the effectiveness of onset detection and
SAD to improve the temporal precision of polyphonic SED. Onset
detection exclusively predicts the beginning of a sound event in-
stance, which is useful because many sound event onsets are charac-
terized by sudden increase in energy, e.g. percussive sound events.
The onset predictions are used to condition framewise SED in a
similar way as the music transcription in [15]. Conditioning SED
based on onset predictions helps to precisely locate the beginning of
sound events. SAD predicts whether any event activity is present or
not in each frame of the audio and so avoids the pitfalls caused by
masking effects between co-occurring sound events. Furthermore,
SAD can exploit polyphony to ensure the presence of an event even
if one event is masked by the occurrence of another event with sim-
ilar or different acoustic properties. Hence conditioning SED with
SAD helps to avoid missed detections in complex acoustic condi-
tions such as real-world sound scenes. Fig. 1 shows the complete
system.
We use a state-of-the-art CRNN model architecture ([2]) to
build baseline SED, SAD, and onset models. To evaluate the in-
dividual effect of each auxiliary task on SED, we implement and
analyse separate SED models conditioned on onset prediction and
sound activity prediction using a multi-task learning set up.
• sed onset is the SED model conditioned on onset prediction.
• sed sad is the SED model conditioned on sound activity.
• The sad onset model verifies the effect of SAD conditioned
on onset detection.
• The joint SED model using both onset detection and SAD as
auxiliary tasks, is denoted as sed sad onset.
2.1. Motivation for onset detection
We examine the importance of onset detector as an auxiliary task in
polyphonic SED in different perspectives. Firstly, the onset detec-
tor is able to predict the beginning of sound events more effectively
compared to a standalone baseline SED model which is affected
by dynamic polyphony levels and acoustic variations of the sound
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Figure 2: Baseline architectures for onset detection, SAD and SED.
events. Secondly, consider the case of two closely occurred sound
events. Even if the onset detector could only detect either of the
events, the same prediction can be used as two separate onsets while
conditioning the event detection with minimum error. This way the
conditioned SED model can avoid missed detection of sound events
and ensure the detection of two closely occurred events even if the
onset detector actually predicted only a single onset. We evaluate
the onset models based on this assumption. More precisely, there
is a one-to-many relation between the onset prediction and the ref-
erence. We consider this fact when counting the false negatives for
onset model evaluation and verified this relaxation does not make
much difference.
2.2. Model configuration
The detailed network architecture of the three baseline models is
in Fig. 2. We replicate the SED and SAD implementation from
[14] and extend it with our onset detector. The onset detector has
three blocks of convolutional layers. The output activations from
the third convolutional layer are averaged using an average pooling
layer, followed by two bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
layers and a fully connected sigmoid to output the onset predictions.
Onsets are very localized sound events; hence the inter feature map
representations learned at the final convolution layer are equally im-
portant to predict onsets so we opted for average-pooling across the
third convolution layer feature maps instead of max-pooling. Bidi-
rectional recurrent layers are proven to work well for musical onset
detection [16]. The output of the SED model is a posteriogram ma-
trix with dimensions T ×C, where T is the number of frames in the
input data representation and C is the total number of sound event
classes in the dataset. The output representation of the sound ac-
tivity detector and the onset detector is a posteriogram vector with
dimension T . The baseline model predictions are binarised with a
threshold before evaluation. We investigate different threshold val-
ues on the baseline models using the validation set. Using the best
results, we chose a threshold of 0.2 for the SED and onset predic-
tions and 0.5 for the SAD predictions.
We implement conditional models for SED (sed sad,
sed onset, sed sad onset) and SAD (sad onset) using the base-
line SED, SAD, and onset models in a multi-task joint training
setup. Motivated from the effectiveness of piano note transcrip-
tion conditioned on onsets, initially we implement our conditional
models as explained in [15]. However, in our case the exact same ar-
chitecture was not effective so we explore the possibilities of multi-
task learning [17, 18, 19, 20]. From our experiments we fix our
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the proposed conditional models.
conditional model architectures by sharing the initial two convolu-
tional layers of the respective tasks. The conditional model training
is described in Section 2.4.
• We implement the SED model conditioned on activity detec-
tion (sed sad) by concatenating the predictions of the SAD
baseline model with the output of the baseline SED model,
followed by a bidirectional GRU layer and a fully connected
sigmoid layer to predict the sound events.
• The predictions of the onset baseline model are concatenated
with the output of the baseline SED architecture, followed by
a bidirectional GRU layer and a fully connected sigmoid layer
to implement the SED model conditioned on onset detection
(sed onset). Similarly, we implement the SAD model condi-
tioned on onset detection (sad onset).
In the sad onset model the activity detection is conditioned
using the reference event onsets which are different from the onsets
for sound activity. For example, if two sound events are overlap-
ping with each other, there are two sound event onsets but only a
single sound activity onset. The additional onsets in the event on-
set reference condition unwanted preference to the corresponding
activity frames which cause slight disturbance of activity detection
around the respective frames. As a result of this the segment-based
F -score for activity detection of the sad onset model is lower than
the baseline SAD (shown in Section 4). In our analysis of the
sed onsetmodel and the sed sadmodel we realize that, condition-
ing SED using both onset detection and activity detection improves
SED temporal precision. So we design the final joint conditioned
model (sed sad onset) by first conditioning SED using onsets and
then the onset-conditioned event prediction is reconditioned using
activity predictions. Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the conditional
models.
• For the sed sad onset model, the predictions of the onset
baseline model are concatenated with the baseline SED out-
puts, followed by a bidirectional GRU layer and a fully con-
nected sigmoid layer. The output from this sigmoid layer is
concatenated with the predictions of the activity detector and
passed through a bidirectional GRU layer and a fully connected
sigmoid layer.
2.3. Feature extraction
We use librosa [21] to compute mel-scaled spectrograms from the
input audio. The short-term Fourier transform (STFT) is employed
to obtain the spectrogram from the input audio recordings with a
hop length of 882, an FFT window of 2048, and a sample rate
of 44.1 kHz. This process converts a ten second (duration of
recordings in the URBAN-SED [22] dataset) audio recording into
a 1024× 500 dimensional spectrogram representation. Each frame
of this spectrogram is converted into a 40-dimensional vector of log
filter bank energies using a Mel filterbank. We apply min-max nor-
malization on the mel band energies. Hence, each 10-second audio
recording is represented by a 40× 500 Mel-spectrogram.
2.4. Training
We train all the models in a supervised manner. The dimension of
the labels for the SED is T × C, and for the SAD and the onset
detection, it is T . The training process for the SED and the SAD
models is explained in our previous work [14]. For the onset detec-
tion, a single frame is used to mark each onset during the training
process. The baseline models for SED, SAD and onset detection are
trained using the respective cross-entropy losses denoted by Lsed,
Lsad, and Lonset. The total loss of each of the conditional models
is the weighted sum of the two corresponding cross-entropy losses
as listed in (1). During training of the conditional models, the indi-
vidual losses are equally weighted with a factor of 0.5.
Lsed sad = 0.5 · Lsed + 0.5 · Lsad
Lsed onset = 0.5 · Lsed + 0.5 · Lonset
Lsad onset = 0.5 · Lsad + 0.5 · Lonset
Lsed sad onset = 0.5 · Lsed + 0.5 · Lsad + 0.5 · Lonset
(1)
Every CNN layer activations are batch normalised [23] and reg-
ularised with dropout [24] (probability = 0.3). We train the network
for 200 epochs using a binary cross entropy loss function for both
tasks and with Adam [25] optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001.
Early stopping is used to reduce overfitting. The proposed joint
model is implemented using Keras with TensorFlow.
3. DATASET AND METRICS
We use the URBAN-SED [22] dataset in all experiments. URBAN-
SED is a dataset of 10,000 soundscapes with sound event anno-
tations generated using Scaper [22], an open-source library for
soundscape synthesis. All recordings are ten seconds, 16-bit mono
and sampled at 44.1kHz. The annotations are strong, meaning
for every sound event the annotations include the onset, offset,
and label of the sound event. Each soundscape contains between
one to nine sound events from the list (air conditioner, car horn,
children playing, dog bark, drilling, engine idling, gun shot, jack-
hammer, siren and street music) and has a background of Brownian
noise. The URBAN-SED [22] dataset comes with pre-sorted train,
validation and test sets that we use. Among 10, 000 soundscapes,
6000 are used for training, 2000 for validation and 2000 for testing.
We use precision, recall and F -score as metrics for onset detec-
tion. For sound event and sound activity detection we use the F -
score and Error Rate (ER), with F -score as the primary metric. The
evaluation metrics are computed in both segment-wise and event-
wise manners using the sed eval tool [26]. Segment-based metrics
show how well the system correctly detects the temporal regions
where a sound event is active; with an event-based metric, the met-
ric shows how well the system detects event instances with correct
onset and offset. For temporally precise event detection, we give
more importance to the event-based metric. The evaluation scores
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for activity detection and event detection are micro averaged values,
computed by aggregating intermediate statistics over all test data;
each instance has equal influence on the final metric value. We use
a segment length of one second to compute segment metrics. The
event-based metrics are calculated with respect to event instances
by evaluating only onsets with a time collar of 250ms.
In the case of onset detection, an onset is considered to be cor-
rectly detected if there is a ground truth annotation within ±250ms
around the predicted position. An important factor in the evaluation
is how false positives and false negatives are counted [27]. Assume
that two or more onsets are predicted inside the detection window
around a single reference annotation. All predictions within the
detection window around the single reference onset are treated as
one true positive and zero false positives. The false negatives are
counted by granting a one-to-many relationship between a single
prediction and multiple reference onsets within an analysis window
(±250 ms). Since our main goal is to use onset detection to condi-
tion SED we believe this evaluation approach is fair.
4. EVALUATION
Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the results of onset detection, sound ac-
tivity detection and sound event detection respectively. Table 1, the
baseline onset detector, has the best F -score (81.68%). When onset
detection is used to condition SAD and SED, the onset F -scores are
slightly lower than the baseline value. However, conditioning activ-
ity detection and event detection using onsets is really effective in
temporally precise SED. This is demonstrated in Tables 2 and 3.
By conditioning activity detection using onsets (sad onset in Ta-
ble 2), the event-based activity detection F -score increases from the
baseline value of 43.14% to 70.31%. At the same time the segment-
based F -score for the same model drops from 97.48% to 70.17%.
This is due to the fact that the sound event onset labels are used to
condition the activity detection which is different from the actual
onsets of sound activity as explained in Sec 2. We see a similar
improvement when SED is conditioned using onsets (sed onset in
Table 3). For this model the event-based F -score increases from the
baseline value of 7.34% to 21.42%. The segment-based F -score
for the same model is 47.76% compared with the baseline value
of 35.48%. The improvement in the event-based F -scores for the
sad onset model and the sed onset model verify the effectiveness
of onset conditioned polyphonic event detection to improve tempo-
ral precision in polyphonic SED.
The sed sad model performance (in Table 3) is compared with
a joint model to enhance event detection by re-weighting the event
prediction using the activity prediction from [14] (sed sad joint
in Table 3). The sed sad model segment-based and event-based
F -score values are 43.52% and 17.40% respectively; both are
improvements from the baseline and sed sad joint model. By
analysing the sed sad and sed onset results, we know condition-
ing event detection using onsets is more effective than conditioning
using sound activity. To utilize the advantage of both onsets and
sound activity frames in conditioning event detection we implement
the final conditional model (sed sad onset) as explained in Sec 2.
Using this model the event-based F -score improves to 23.20%.
Further analysis of onset detection performance of the condi-
tional models (sed onset and sed sad onset) reveal that when
false positive errors in onset detection are less, the sound event
model is more effective. More precisely, when the precision of on-
set detection improved from 85.96% to 89.17% from the sed onset
model to the sed sad onset model the event-based F -score also
Table 1: Onset detection results.
Case Precision Recall F -score
baseline 81.16 82.20 81.68
sad onset 90.09 73.28 80.82
sed onset 85.96 74.31 79.71
sed sad onset 89.17 70.68 78.85
Table 2: Sound activity detection results.
F1 (%) Error rate
Case Segment Event Segment Event
baseline 97.48 43.14 0.05 0.78
sed sad joint 98.53 46.23 0.03 0.72
sad onset 70.17 70.31 0.46 0.61
sed sad 98.39 45.53 0.03 0.73
sed sad onset 97.58 46.51 0.05 0.76
Table 3: Sound event detection results.
F1 (%) Error rate
Case Segment Event Segment Event
baseline 35.48 7.34 1.54 3.81
sed sad joint 41.03 8.76 0.97 3.58
sed sad 43.52 17.40 0.88 1.68
sed onset 47.76 21.42 1.02 2.33
sed sad onset 44.12 23.20 0.85 1.49
improved from 21.42% and 23.20%; which implies that false posi-
tive errors in the onset detection are more influential than false neg-
ative errors in the performance of conditional event detection using
onsets. This analysis again proves the effectiveness of conditional
sound event detection using onsets. The class-wise evaluation of all
the models are available1.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Within the limits of frame-wise training in sequence modelling
problems, we proposed a novel sequence modelling method for
temporally precise polyphonic sound event detection conditioned
on onsets and sound activity detection. From our experimental re-
sults we conclude that: 1) the performance of temporally precise
event detection of the conditional models depends on the perfor-
mance of onset and sound activity detection and also on the con-
ditioning method. 2) conditioning the main task using auxiliary
tasks and training in a multi-task set up is an effective method to
improve SED performance. We believe an onset detector with pre-
cision and recall measures close to 100% can drastically improve
temporal precision in SED performance. In the future, we plan to
improve onset detection by modifying the onset loss with dedicated
penalty terms for false positive and false negative onset predictions.
Also our current conditional models are trained using an equally
weighted sum of cross entropy losses of the individual tasks. In-
stead of this approach we plan to develop a task-dependent weight-
ing scheme explicitly conditioning auxiliary tasks to derive a prin-
cipled multi-task loss function as demonstrated in [28].
1http://c4dm.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/DCASE2019/
class-wise_evaluation_supplementary_doc.pdf
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